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There is evidence that violence in motion pictures viewed by children on screen
or television can contribute to violence in real life, although the movies can rarely be
blamed as the sole cause of anti-sodal conduct. Clinical reports cite instances of the
effect on "susceptible" youngsters; e.g., emotionally disturbed individuals. Long-term
effects of the audiovisual media on the "normal" child are harder to substantiate.
Laboratory experiments show that children learn a great deal from movies, and that
there is a strong tendency for them to imitate violence even when they feel it is
wrong. The doubtful "catharsis hypothesis" explores the idea that exposure to film

violence might reduce the level of aggression in a viewer. The implication of
accumulated studie,s is that the more realistic the violence in a film, and the greater
the degree of identification between the child and a violent character, the more likely
the aggressive learning will be carried over into real-life behavior. This effect might
be combated in a number of ways: reduce violence and the number of violent heroes
in our movies, demonstrate by them that crime does not pay, and encourage the
young viewer to apply "adult discount" to the fantastic :ituation. (TI)
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I. What This Paper Tries to Do

One of the least pleasant requirements of a paper like

this is that it mut:t inevitably focus upon the socially undesir-

able things to be leatned from motion pictures, rather than the

desirable ones. It would be more pleasant to write about the

latter: the moments of aesthetic brilliance, the human insights,

the relaxing laughter, the charaIter models we like to hold up

to om children, the f3ow of information that widens horizons on

other people and other places. Motion pictures cannot fairly be

Many people have been helpful in the preparation of this

paper and I cannot thank them all here, but I do want to give

special thanks to Professor Eleanor Maccoby and Assistant

Professor Aimee Leifer for the critical readings they gave the

manuscript.
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portrayed as a wastAand of violence and aggression. But there

is violence and there is aggression, and the great amount of it

is a matter for concern.

There is evidence that violence in motion pictures can

I.

contribute to violence, delinquency, and crime in real life.

However, let us be clear about that.

Complex behaviors like those mentioned have multiple

roots. These are deep in the personality of the child, his

family life, his school and peer group experience, the values,

Lpportunities, and inhibitions he absorbs from being set down

in the world where he is, and -- among other things -- the mass

media. It would be most surprising if, in the midst of all these

other powerful influences, a symbolic experience such as a movie

were ever found to be sole and sufficient cause for the kinds of

behavior we have been talking about. Charters recognized this

in summing up the Payne Fund Studies of motion pictures, in the

1930's. "To say that movies are sol.ely responsible for anti-

social conduct, delinquency, or crime is not valid," he wrote

(1935, P. 13). "To assert contrariwise that delinquents and

criminals happen to frequent the movies and are not affected by

We are speaking, of course, of the effect of movies used

on television as well as those shown in the theatre.
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them is clearly indefensible." Berkowitz, one of the chief modern

students of aggression, also doubtr -hat the mass media are "major

determinants" of delinquency and crime, although he has no doubt

that they can contribute to the amount of aggression in human

beings and "influence specific actions in specific situations"

(1962a, p. 133).

When we speak of the possible effect of movie violence

upon anti-social behavior in real ltfe, therefore, we are speaking

of a contributor/ effect, rather than a sole or a cl"ef cause. In

our society, of course, even contributing to delinquency is unaccept-

able. So we have good reason to examine very carefully the evidere

available to us concerning the nature, the strength, the sources and

conditions of this effect.

What can we say, in general, about the nature of the research

that bears on this topic? We must not expect too much. Experiments

on such a subject as this one are extremely hard to design and conchIci:,

not only because of the difficulty of unraveling the skein of a life

to find the sources of complex behavior, but also because of the

moral impossibility of experimenting upon a child as one could upon

an inanimate object or a laboratory animal. For example, one obvious

strategy would be to try different ways ot briaaLlg about delinquency

in order to identify the truly active causes and combinations --
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which iE manifecly impossible in this situation. In a less sensitive

area, we sholld make more of what is lacking in the research; but in

this araa, considering the necessary inhibitions ipon the work, the

amo-mt f 11.-..rd findings and agreement in the research literature is

very encouraging. And there is enough centering and enough replication

to give us little excuse to reject the research evidance simply because

it is not in every respect clear, complete, and certain.

In our judgment it is quite clear, complete, and certain enough

to let us reject either of the all-or-none reactions: that, because

the implications of the research are not entirely clear, we should not

concern ourselves about the effect of motion pictures until vl have

better guidelines; or that, because movies probably contribute to

violence under certain conditions, we should keep children away from

them. Rather, it seems to us, we can assume a high probability that,

under some circumstances, some films produce undesirable effects in

scne children. We need to determine as clearly as -we can wir,t kinds

of films, what circumstances, what children. And they we need to

translate this growing understanding into guidelines for policy.

That is the approach of this paper.

2. ie Evidence

Three kinds of evidence bear on the effect of motion pictures.

There are a number of clinical reports and expert conclusions derived

frum clinical evidence. There are surveys in which large grcups of

children are studied in a real-life situation, without trying to
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control all the variables that enter into cause and effect. And,

thirdly, there are laboratory experiments, in which conditions arc

controlled and the emphasis is on causal relationships.

Each has its own strength and weakness. Clinical studies go

deeply into the roots and patterns of individual chiliren's behavior,

but it is not always easy to generalize from the clincal patient to

other children. Surveys have the great advantage of covering many

children in a life-like situation, but are more useful. at describjr.s,

what is than what caused it. Laboratory experiments can seek out

cause and effect, which is what we are chiefly looking for, but some-

times leave us with the nagging question of whether we have identified

and handled all the essential conditions, internal and external to the

child, that will determine the effect in real life, so that the results

can easily be projected back to later real-life situations. Because we

cannot know exactly how representative our experimental subjects and

situations are, we have to deal in probabilities.

Research on the effects of films blends almost imperceptibly

into research on the effects of television, and thus broadens our data

base. When "television" is studied in the laboratory, the stimulus is

usually a film, sometimes projected on a TV screen. Much of the

content seen on television is actually film. The general finding of

studies on children's use of mass media (for example, Bailyn, 1959;

Schramm, Lyle, Parker, 1961) is that children react in much the same

way to films and television. Therefore, we can supplement the several

hundreds of studies now available on children and motion pictures (see
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Unesco, 1961) with a selection from the more recent literature on

children and television (see Unesco, 2964). The first of these

Unesco summaries lists 491 studies of children and motion pictures;

the second lists 165 studies related to children and television.

These totals would be larger if the research were to be summarized

now, but many of the studies in the Unesco books are only peripherally

related to our present concern. To provide an order-of-magnitude

estimate of the amount of research evidence bearing directly on this

problem, we can note that the references at the end of this paper

list 70 titles. Any investigator seeking an overview of the research

evidence on the effect of films on children would probably find that

somewhere between 50 and 100 books, monographs, and articles would

be central to his concern.

3. What the Clinicians Sa

A number of clinical reports on disturbed or deviant children

have been able to identify some relationship between the problem and

exposure to film or television.

For example, Brini and Redslof (1947) reported a case-history

of a girl afflicted with hysterical blindness after viewing a certain

film. Bruel (1953) describes a neurosis that arose after a traumatic

experience in viewing the film "The Hunchback of Notre Dame". In a

number of cases, children who have committed acts of asocial violence

have said that they learned how to do them seeing films or television.

For example, a housemaid found a seven-year-old boy sprinkling ground
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it would work as well as it Clid on television (cited in Scb:amm, ZyLl,

Parke-z, 1961, p. 161; Derhowitz, 1962a, p. 132). In Brooklyn, a yin-

year-old son of a policeman asked his father for real bullets because

his little sister does not "(die for real when I shoot her like they do

when Hopalong Cassidy kills 'em." (Cited by Norman Cousins, Saturday

Tteview, 24 December, 1949).

Haines (1955) interviewed 100 teen-age prisoners in a Chicago

jail, asking their own judgment as to whether television, movie

radio, and pornographic literature played any part in their turning

to crime. His corclusion was that "they play a distinct role in the

creation of anti-social behavior in susceptible teen-agers."

The last phrase -- "for young slisceptible teen-agere -- is

worth noting. In the same voi, when Banay, a psychiatrist, made

his often-quoted statement before the Senate subcommittee to inves-

tigate juvenile delinquency, that "TV is a preparatory school for

delinquency," he added: "for young disturbed adolescents." The

susceptibility of the child to undesirable influences is thus an

important factor. This is a relatively common conclusion among

clinical observer. . For example, when Dr. Otto Billig, of Vanderbilt

University, testified before the Kefauver Committee on his studies of

juvenile delinquents, he reported that "only the emotionally disturbed

and insecure individual appears susceptible to such outside forees.

Other outside pressures have probably greater significance, such as

recognition by neighborhood gangs, iaadequate or lack of group

activities, etc." (Quoted, Schramm, Lyle, Parker, 1961, p. 165).
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Freedman, another psychiatrist, said that the intensity and psychi-!

significance of the child's response to television is likely to be

"the reciprocal of the satisfaction he gains in the milieu of his

family, school, and friends." (1961, p. 192). He suggested a

continuum from slight schizoid tendencies to severe psychosis as

predictor of how vulnerable a child is likely to be to undesirable

influences from television.

This clinical finding that some children are more susceptible

than others to undesirable influence from movies or television is an

important one, but limited in two ways. For one thing, we know less

than we snould like to about what constitutes susceptibility,

especially within normal types of personality and in the case of

younger children. We have some reason to think that the younger a

child is, the more likely he is to be vulnerable to symbolic effects

of the kind we are talking about; and we are concerned about effects

on children who are not disturbed enough to appear in a psychiatrist's

office nor delinquent enough to be hauled into court. This is the

second limitation on the finding: Clinicians necessarily work with

children who have shown symptoms of disturbance or have done something

society considers wrong. Therefore, we should be specially interested

in clinical stue.es of normal children of different ages. And here,

unfortunately, we have fewer items to work with.

As early as 1933, Ruckmick and Dysinger were able to demon-

strate by psychogalvanic skin responses that "profound mental and

physiological effects of an emotional order are produced" even in
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well-adjusted children when they view exciting movies (1933, p. 1I)).

There is cne study (Preston, 1941) in which an emotional inventory

was administered to 200 normal children, and they were also asked

for a record of how often they saw horror movies and heard radio

crime programs. It was found that the incidence of nervousness,

fears, sleeping disturbances, nail-biting, daydreaming, and early

sex-interest increased with the degree of addiction to these kinds

of movies and radio programs This presents a chicken-and-egg

problem: Are these the common effects of such movies and programs,

or do such movies aad programs attract 1 certain kind of child?

Needless to say, both in the scholarly literature and the recollec-

tions of mothers and teachers, there are many records of fears,

sic.eping disturbances, and daydreaming, apparently induced by movies

What we really want to know is, what happens later? What is the

tenth chapter following? But clinicians are necessarily looking for

major psycho-pathological effects, and working outside the normal

range; whereas we have reason to wonder what are the cumulative

results of minor, perhaps indirect effects, on apparently normal

children.

One psychiatrist who does worry about this matter is Glynn.

He takes a rather concerned view of the probable long-term effects

of the audiovisual media, which he fears wil include passivity,

dependence, and expectation of a bigh degree of excitement. "What

will be the result of such constant stimulation from such early ages?"

he wonders. "Will reality match up to the television fantasies this
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generation has been nursed on?" ((flynn, 1956). But it must be

admitted that we know practically nothing about the long-term effects

of either motion pictures or television against which to check such

questions.

The implication of these clinical studies is two-fold: that,

under some conditions, undesirable effects undoubtedly follow the

viewing of movies; but they are much more likely to happen to some

children than to others. In predicting who tbese "susceptib)1"

children are likely to be, this part of the litk_rature is more helpfui

in the case vf disturbed and delinquent children than of others, and

in the case of major effects rather than minor and cumulative ones.

4. What the Surveys Show

Survey techniques have been used more often to study the

audiences than the effects of the mass media. Nevertheless, there

have been some major studies that have compared large numbers of

children who ,:lew many movies, with comparable groups who go to

movies only occasionally; or children in a television community

with children in a community where teleNTision has not yet arrived;

or the same children before and after they get television in the

home. In general, these studies have not revealed dramatic differ-

ences between the groups compared.

Shuttleworth and May (1933) compared grade-school children

who attended movies four or five times a week with children in the

same grades who attended only about twice a month. They found no
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significanz differences in measures of moral conduct, such as honesty

in out-oZ-school situations, although frequent viewers had somewhat

poorer reputations, were regarded as emotionally less stable, and

were somewhat poorer students in school. They also tended to be, on

the average, better liked by their peers.

Blumer (1933) obtained anonymous "motion picture autobiog-

raphies" from 1,823 young people of high school age and older, and

about 1,200 papers or interviews from younger children. He found

widespread evidence that the memory of motion pictures carried ove-

into children's behavior. Of boys under 12, 75 per cent reported

that they ha.0 played at impersonating film characters and re-acting

film stolies -- chiefly films of fight::ng, police arrests, cowboy

and Red Indian, shootings, escapes, and the like. A very common

report from the girls, even those as young as 12, was that tthey had

re-enacted love scenes from movies. Many of the girls had adopted

dress stIrles, hair styles, and personal mannerisms from movie stars.

Two thirds of high school pupils, half of elementary school pupils,

reported that their daydreams were influenced by what they saw in

the movies.

Bailyn (1959) studied the mass media habits of about: 600

fifth and sixth grade children in New England. She found hLgh

correlations between exposures to movies, television, and comic

books. Uhether a child had personal problems was apparently not

related to how much use he made of these pictorial media, but if he

had personal problems and also rated high on a test of "rebellious
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independence," then he was very much more likely than other children

to be a high user of the media. Boys who could he called "rebell-

iously independent", who got spanked, whose media time was not

restricted, and who had low intelligence scores were more likely

than others to prefer the "aggressive hero" type of content. Thus

the children we should expect to be most likely to behave violently

are those who see most of the violent corwent in the media. There

vas also some evidence that high users of the pictorial media were

likely to think in more stereotyped ways than other children.

Himmelweit, Oppenheim, and Vince (1958) compared large samples

of English children, half of them from towns with television, half

without television. They found no more aggressive, maladjusted, cr

delinquent behavior among the viewers than among the non-via:fere

(p. 215). In some cases, notably in adolescent girls, they found

more anxiety concerning the future in homes with 1:elevision than in

homes without television. No significant differences ware found in

school performance or level of information.

The most extensive American study of television and children

(Schramm, Lyle, and Parker, 1961) was able to compare a town that

had television with a very similar town in which television was not

yet available. They could find no greater amount of delinquency, or

significant difference in school performance, in either town, but

they did find that children in "Teletowa", as they called it,

entered the first grade of school with a one-year advantage in

vocabulary. Television apparently helped them to a faster start
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at language learning. By the time children reached the sixth grade,

however, this advantage had disappeared, At that time, the overall

information level was dbout the same in the two communities, but

children in Teletawn were better at naming singers and band leaders;

children in Radiotown (the community without television) were able

to name more writers and statesmen.

A recent major study in Japan (Furu, 1962) studied 3,700

third, fifth, and eiRhth grade children in a Japanese city before

television came to the city, and again two years later. Contrary

to these other large surveys, he found that children without tele-

vision made more progress in reading thau did other children. There

was no significant difference in boys' science and sonial studies

grades in school, but girls scored a bit higher if they had television

in their homes. No significant differences were found, before and

after television in paper-and-pencil tests of passivity, escapism,

and nervous tendency.

What conclusions can we draw from these surveys? The most

obvious one is that the effects of films or telavision on aggressive

behavior do not readily show up in a survey. Many of the effects

which experimenters can produce in the laboratory are likely to be

inhibited in real life by the norms of the home and the community.

The effects which a clinician can detect in a disturbed child are

not likely to be identified in a survey. We can easily find evidence

of short-term effects (fright, imitation of movie stars, and che like),

and we can assume that t.e middle-term effects (like delinquency) are
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likely to occur only on a selective basis and to involve so many

other factors in a child's life that an ordinary survey is not likely

in many cases to show up their relation to motion pictures or tele-

vision. What we ihould like to know about is the longer-term effects

of mast media on values and behavior. For example, does constant

exposure to a diet of mass media violence have the effect of de-

sensitizing young people to violence -- and make it seem like everyday

expected behavior? Hardly any more important questions than these

long-term ones could be askeu, but none of the surveys, and, for that

matter, none of the experiments, presently answer them.

Yet, because it is presently so difficult to see how to design

research to obtain truly definitive answers to the question of long-

term effects, we must go with the evidence tge have. And in that

respect we shall find the experiments, to be described it, the next

section, more helpful than the surveys.

5. What the Experiments _sh2E

a. 1/2aming from film

Perhaps the most impressive finding in the whole mass of

research on children and movies is the enormous amount of learning

that takes place. We are not now talking about instructional films,

where the objective is learning, but about the ordinary entertainment

films that are available in theatres or out-of-school television.

And from these the amount of learning is truly spectacular.

Holaday and Stoddard (1933) showed 17 commercial films to
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more than 3,000 childrea in different age groups up through 16, and

later tested the children on what they remembered. The testing was

designed to find out what was recalled both of the foreground of the.

film -- the actors, their actions, what they said -- and also the

information that was acqukced about the environment in general as a

result of the film, and especially about history, geography, and

technology. It was found that a child of 8 could remember three out

of every five facts an attentive adult could recall; children 11 or

12 could remember three out of every four such facts; and 15- or 16-

year-olds recalled at least nine out of ten. Retested in three

months, children recalled on the average about 90 per cent of all

the facts they had been able to cite on the day of the first test,

which was one day after they saw the film. One of the most inter-

esting findings of this study, from our point of view, is that scenei

of conflict, high emotion, and familiar snrrc,indings are more likely

than other kinds of material to be remembered.

It is not at all surprising that children should remember

the plots, the characters, and even the speeches and scenes of movies

that move and entertain them. What is really impressive is the amount

of learning that is incidental to the main story content of the film,

and the extent to which viewers pick up details from the film and

work them into their awn value and knowledge systems.

Hale, Miller, and Stevenson (1968) recently conducted an

experiment directed at measuring this incidental learning. They

showed an eight-minute dramatic skit to 44 children in grades 3



through 7, and to 167 eollet",,e students. The film was presented, wit

as a test, but as entertainment -- a "reward" for taking part in an

earlier study. Immediately following the test each participant

unexpectedly received a booklet which contained 30 questions on

details in the film. These details were "incidental" to the main

action of the film - for example, "What was the husband's name?"

"What color vas the husband's sweater?" "Was the visiting lady

wearing gloves?" "What was on the radio?" A great amount of learning

of incidental details like this was found to take place. For some

reason, girls had higher scores than boys at all grad,: levels.

Maccoby (1959) found that children were especially likely to

remember content customs portrayed by a character they felt wev

like themselves or represented a kind of person they aspired to be.

Therefore, they often used the movies, consciously or unconsciously,

es guides to conduct in future situations in which they expected to

find themselves: what kind of wedding gown to choose, how to act or.

a date, what to expect at college or on a job. Siegel (1958) founC,

that children apparently often learn from movies what to expect of

the kinds of people with whom they are not wholly familiar. She

exposed two groups of second-grade children to programs presenting

a taxi driver in different characterizations -- one aggressive, one

non-aggressive. A story completion test showed that those who had

seen the aggressive version att,-ibuted more aggression to taxi drivers

in general, at least when the test story bore some resemblance to the

mass media situation.
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Peterson and Thurstone (1933) found that school children

learn attitudes from entertainment films. They studied children

before and after seeing several spectacular films. Even one exposvra

to some of these films resulted in substantial attitude change;

several exposures -- more effect. "The Birth of a Nation" induced

much less favorable attitudes toward Black people; "All Quiet on the

Western Front" strengthened anti-war attitudes; "The Criminal Code"

induced attitudes against current systems of punishment. Many of

these changes persisted when tested as long as 19 months after the

film was seen.

It is worth noting that both Siegel, and Peterson and Thurstone,

used a number of subjects who might be called fairly naive -- that is

they came from small towns and were unfamiliar with the areas and tha

kind of action portrayed. This may have been one reason for the var.:-

large effects. It is somewhat disquieting, however, to recall that

most children come to violent films and television "fairly naive tc

that sort of social behavior, and therefore more vulnerable than uzuLL1

to whatever learning or attitudes the programs may offer.

There can be no doubt, in any case, that children learn a

great deal from movies. They learn facts, roles, fashions, customs,

what to expect of other people and of situations in which they are

likely to find themselves. They learn attitudes and values. They

learn no more than adults from a given film, but the experience comes

to them in the years when they are filling their storehouses with thc

maps of the world and the guides to conduct that will lead them through
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their lives. If they see, over and over again, wrongs being rightea

outside the law, will they learn that this is how it has to be done?

If they see a succession of fights and shootings, will they not learn,

something about physical violence and handling a gun? If they are

exposed continually to a diet of realistic violence on film and TV,

may they not come to regard violence as an ordinary part of life?

An interesting series of experiments has tried to answer

these questions directly by studying the conditions under which a

viewer would imitate aggressive behavior he has seen in a film. It

is easy to object to experiments like these that they do not furnish

definitive guidance as to what the child is likely to do outside the

laboratory. For example, when an experimenter finds Chat a child

is likely to imitate aggressive doll-play he has seen on a film, that

does not constitute clear evidence that a child would tmitate a

shooting or a knifing if he saw one on film. (rnere is, however,

some evidence that one kind of violence learned from a film will be

generalized to other kinds, this will be presented later.) It is

also pointed out that the experimenter does not discourage the child

from playing aggressively, whereas in real life, a child may not be

able to get his hands on a gun when a situation seems to invite

violence, and will probably think twice about the legal consequences

before putting into effect any criminal techniques he has learned

Representatives of the television industry have been quick
to point this out. For example, see Klapper (1968).
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from films. Thii is true, and helps to explain why the violent acts

in films and television are not more frequently imitated directly in

life. But the amount of aggressive learning revealed by the experi-

ments we are about to describe shows how much strain is being placed

on these social sanctions.

Bandura, Ross, and Ross (1961) let one gruup of children

observe an adult hitting and kicking a bobo doll. Another group saw

the same adult engage in non-aggressive play with the doll. After

this experience, the children were put into a room with the same

toys they had seen in the demonstration. The children who had seen

the adult beating up the bobo, imitated him with gusto; the ones who

had seen the non-aggressive behavior were much less likely to hit

the bobo, and played less aggressively generally. The children who

had seen the aggressive film were more likely than others to select

a toy gun to play with from among the available toys, even though no

guns had appeared in the film. Thus the aggressive effects of the

film were not confined to direct imitation, but also aroused

aggressive acts that the child had previously learned to perform.

Another disturbing result of this experiment was that most of the

children said they disapproved of the aggression they saw on the

screen, and yet copied it. Obviously, sometimes it takes more than

knowledge of social sanctions to control the expression of what has

been learned.

A study by the same experimenters (Bandura, Ross, and Ross,

1963) later sought to find out whether it made any difference if the
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children saw the demonstration live or on film. One group saw the

adult treat the doll aggressively on film; another group saw it live;

a third saw non-aggressive behavior. There was no difference betwec

the behavior of the group who saw the live and the one that saw the

symbolic behavior, and both behaved more aggressively than the control

group.

Bandura and Huston (1961) tried to find out whether children

were more likely to imitate a model they liked. They puL two groups

of preschool children through contrasting experiences with the same

model, in one of which Iva behaved aggressively, in the other not.

Children imitated the model more closely if they had previously had

rewarding experiences with him. However, the part of the model's

behavior that was aggressive was readily imitated r_qgardless of the

relation of the children to the model. The implication is that the

tendency of children to imitate violence is very strong, and that,

while other classes of behavior may not be hnitated from a film

because the child has no real-life relationship with the model,

aggression will be, because it does not require such a relationship.

Hicks (1965) tried to find out more about what kind of model

in the film would be most likely to be imitated. Children, 41 to 76

months in age, were divided into four groups and shown different

versions of an aggressive film in which the model was either a male

or female adult, or a male or female child. Each subject was then

observed for 20 minutes in an experimental playroom, and the

aggressiveness of his play was scored. Six months later the child
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was observed and scored again. Even from this single vicwing, a

great deal of learning pe.rsisted. Results indicated that the male

peer had the most immediate influence in shaping i:he children's

aggressive behavior, but that the adult male had a more lasting

effect. It may be that the adult is viewed as giving the most

i'lportant information about violence for long-term use; after all,

most violence is by adults.

Lovaas (1965) tried to discover whether violence seen in

film would generalize to othel kinds of violence. (There were

already indications of this in the Bandura work.) He showed youn3

children an aggressive catogn,film, and then gaye them the choice

of playing with either of two toys, one of which was a greW; deal

more aggressive than the other. By choosing one of the toys they

could press a lever and make two dolls hit each other; with the

other toy, they could press a lever and make a ball go up and down

in a cage. Note that these toys were quite different from what the

children had seen in the film. But, even so, the children who had

seen the aggressive cartoon were much more likely than children who

had seen a non-aggressive cartoon to choose the more aggressive toy.

Along the same line, Mussen and Rutherford (1961) found that

the experience of seeing an aggressive cartoon made children more

likely to say aggressive things. Walters and Llewellyn Thomas (1963)

used an ingenious way of measuring aggression that was completely

different from anything in the films. They gave their experimental

subjects (Who were adolescents and young adults) the opportunity to
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administer electric shocks to an individual they did not know. It

was a hoax, of course; one electrode was disconnected, and the

supposed victim got no shock at all. But the subjects were given

to understand that the longer they pressed a button down, the

stronger the shock would be. The shock was disguised as a punish-

ment for wrong answers in a quiz. Whenever the "victim" gave a

11wrong answer" (or what the subjects were told was a wrong answer)

he was to be punished with a shock. Nothing was said about how long

the shock would be: that was up to the subject, and supposedly would

reflect his own aggression or his own learned behavior with no guid-

ance from the supervisor of the experiment. The question, thea, was

whether experimental subjects who had seen a film of adolescents

fighting with switch-blade knives (from "Rebel without a Cause")

would consistently give longer shocks than a control group who had

seen an educational film showing adolescents engaged in art work.

The answer was that the young people who had seen the more aggressiTe

film gave, on the average, much longer shocks than the young peope

who had seen the educational film. This seems to indicate that tile

imitation of filmed aggression is not restricted to young children

(as in the Bandura experiments). Nor is it restricted to exactly

the same kind of aggressive behavior that one sees in a film. Nor

is it restricted to harmless toys like the bobo. It may be trans-

ferred to what the viewer believes is behavior that actually hurts

people.
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b. Reducing or heiahLgaing aggression

A number of experiments have been done to explore the

attractive idea that exposure to film or television violence might,

under some circumstances, actually reduce the level of aggression ia

a viewer. This "catharsis" hypothesis has considerable basis in

psychological and psychoanalytical theory. If an individual can

express some of his aggression, he lets off steam, so to speak --

reduces the pressure to behave aggressively. If it could be proved

that one gets the same result vicariously by watching film or tele-

vision content in which people behave aggressively, then our idea of

the effect of violence in the media might have to be considerably

revised: rather than being harmful, it might actually have a thera-

peutic effect:

The investigator who has given the most effort to this line

of study has been Feshbach. In 1955 he demonstrated that an adult

who had been angered before the experiment would lower his aggressior

scores if given a chance to express his feelings in fantasy behavior

-- in this instance, by writing stories based on a TAT picture. The

effects were not great, but they raised the question of whether

merely observing fantasy, rather than producing it, would have the

same cathartic effect on aggression.

In 1956, Feshbach attempted a similar kind of experiment

aith children but was unable to replicate the rLsults he had obtained

from his adult sample. He himself raised the question whether the

effect he had gotten was not catharsis, but rather the arousal of
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guilt or anxiety that inhibited subjects from admitting their

aggressive feelings. It would be expected that adults would have

learned more dbout ser:ial norms and sanctions and thus zaore easily

produce the anxiety reaction than would children. Hence the positive

findings with the adult sample only.

In 1961, Feshbach exposed another adult sample to a movie of

an aggressive prize fight. He angered half his subjects to build up

their levels of aggression, then showed one group of the angered and

one group of the non-angered subjects the prize fight movie, and the

other subgroups an educational movie about rumor transmission in a

factory. He found that the subjects who had been previously angered

expressed less aggression (on an "aggressive word association terz

after they watched the prize fight movie than did the other half ol

the group who had seen the educational film. The subjects who had

not been angered showed the opposite trend: They becewe more

aggressive after seeing the aggressive movie than after seeing the

non-aggressive one. It should be noted, of course, that they wc./.

expressing aggression verbally, rather than physically. The impli-

cation seems to be that for subjects who have had their aggression

raised immediately before seeing a film, the vicarious experience

may reduce aggression. Those not angered before exposure, learn

some aggression from the film and probably behave more aggressively

than before, if they have a chance to do so.

In still another study, reported in 19A, Feshbach and Singl-

tested the catharsis hypothesis in a very realistic setting. They
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studied 665 boys, 10 to 17 years old, in seven institutions -- three

private schools, including one military school, and four children's

homes. The subjects were randomly assigned to one of two television

"diets". One of these contained a higl- proportion of aggressive

piograms; the other containcd almost no aggressive programs. Each

boy was required to watch at least six houes of teievision each weee:,

and more than this if they wished but all their viewing had to be

from their awn "diet". Paper-and-pencil measures ()I! hostility were

obtained before and after the experiment, and cottEge supervisors

rated the behavior of each boy daily. Thus this experiment was

different from Feshbach's 1955 and 1961 studies in three important

;lays: It was in a realistic setting, it contained a measure of

aggressive behavior in a realistic rather than a laboratery setting,

and it used children and adolescents rather than adults.

The result of this experiment was that in children's

homes, though not in the prf.vate schools, the cottage supervisors

found aggreesive behavior more frequent among the boys wno saw non-

aggressive programs than among those who had the aggressive "diet".

This same effect appeared in all the age groups that were tested,

and was greatest among boys who had initia4y been above the average

on questionnaire measures of hostility.

mal..M1110

*
Bailyn (1959), Riley and Riley (1954), and Schramm, Lyle, and

Parker (1961) found that children who are hostile and rebellious, and
who have unsetisfactory ham and peer group relationships, are more
likely than other children to seek aggressive fantasy in the media.
One interpretation of this is that they find they are thus able to tie,
themselves of some uf their uncomfortable aggression without having te
face social sanctions. But other interpretations are possible, also.
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This very interesting experiment, carried out as it was in E

setting that made conditions extremely difficult to control, will

undoubtedly be the subject of much attention, interpretation, and

perhaps replication, in the next few years.

Other researchers have not had much success in trying to

confirm these results with children. Siegel (1956), for example,

found no significant differences in the play of nursery school

children after watchiug an aggressive or a neutral film. The group

who saw the violent film were actuany somewhat more aggressive than

those who had seen the neutral film, but not significantly so.

Emery and Martin, in Australia (1957), found no decrease in

aggressiveness, as measured by the Rosenzweig picture-frustration

test, after viewing a violent western film. Heinrich, in Germany

(1961), showed story films with either aggressive or neutral content

to 2,250 children who ranged from 11 to 16 years of age. The films

with dominant aggressive content increased aggressive attitudes,

especially if the films were realistic and dynamic, and if they

contained a character with whom the viewers could identify. Only

oae film of any kind reduced aggressiveness (Which was measured by

Thurstone scales). This was a film which encouraged identification

with harmonious relationships and happy, non-aggressive behavior.

Hartman (1965) tested the possibility that the difference

between Feshbach's results and some of the others might result from

the fact that Feshbach hcd angered his experimental subjects

immediately before they saw the film. Hartman studied 72 male
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delinquents in an institution. Half of daem were insulted and

angered by the experimenter before they saw the film. Then the

angered group and the group that was not angered were each in turn

divided into three sub-groups, and shown one olf three versions of a

film of boys playing basketball. Version A was an active but not

especially violent or aggressive game of basketball. Version B

showed the same boys playing basketball, but the action worked up

to an argument and a fist fight, focusing on the hitting, kicking,

and aggressive remarks. Version C, with the same boys, and the sar.le

basketball game, also worked up to a fight, but focused on the

punitive qualities of the fighting, especially the fighters' pain

reactions as they were hit.

The catharsis hypothesis would have predicted that among the

angered viewers, at least, there would be greater reduction of

aggression in those who saw the more aggressive versions than in

those who saw the less viclent one. Results were against this

hypothesis. Hartman used the same method as Walters and Llewellyn

Thomas (1963) to measure aggressive behavior without giving the

subjects any chance to hnitate behavior directly. It will be

recalled that this was a technique that let subjects suppose they

were giving electric shocks to an individual they did not know, the

length of the "shock" was used as a measure of their aggressive

feeling. The result was that subjects who had witnessed either of

the more aggressive versions (B and C) behaved more aggressively

with the shock button than did subjects who saw version A. Subjects
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who wen_ aggressively aroused before the films responded more

punitively afterward than did the subjects who were not aroused.

Among the subjects who had been angered, the response was more

punitive among those who had seen the very punitive version (C)

than those who had seen the other aggressive version (B). Thus

it looks as though the film was arousing sadistic feelings, as well

as simple aggression.

Doob (1967) obtained results that partially supported the

catharsis hypothesis, though not with film or television. Using

college fleshmen as subjects, he arranged for half of them to be

annoyed in order to raise their level of aggression before the

experiment. Then he let half of the annoyed and half of the not-

annoyed group watch the experimenter giving "electric shocks" to a

confederate of the experimenter, who was supposed to be punished fol

each wrong answer he gave to a quiz. The equipment was arranged as

in the other shock experiments we have mentioned, and actually no

electricity passed through the circuit, although the subjects though':

they were giving real shocks. Later, all the subjects -- those who

had seen the shocks given and those who had not -- were allowed to

administer the shocks themselves. The experimenter told them when

the confederate had "missed" a question and invited them to punish

him. The catharsis hypothesis would predict that the experimental

subjects who had seen the experimenter behaving aggressively in

shocking the person he was "testing" would have reduced some of thei-

aggression vicariously and would therefore behave less aggressively
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than the otJler subjects when given a chance to administer the shockt,

themselves. But the reverse happened: those who had seen the shocks

given, actually themselves gave longer shocks than those who had not

seen it before. It would seem easier to explain this behavior as

learning irom seeing aggression rather than catharsis. However,

Hartman gave a test of how much the subjects liked the person they

thought they had shocked. Of course, they did not know this indi-

vidual, and their liking or disliking of hii . was not due to any expe-

rience before the experiment itself. The subjects who had given lonr

shocks tended to "like" the victim better (as measured by paper-and-

pencil tests) than those who had taken out less aggression on him.

The implications of this experiment seem to be two-fold.

Viewing aggressive behavior will result in a viewer expressing more

aggression (at least as measured by the shock test) whether or not t

viewer has been angered before he sees the aggression. This is con-

trary to the catharsis hypothesis. On the other hand, if a subject

has been angered immediately before che experience of seeing aggres-

sion, he will feel less hostility after expressing it in behavior.

This latter finding goes along with the catharsis hypothesis, but has

nothing to do with vicarious expression through watching a film.

A series of relevant experiments and reviews by Berkowitz

and his associates
*
have produced no support for the catharsis idea.

Dithout going into details here, it is worth noting that

Berkaaitz and Bandura approach this topic on different theoretical

paths -- one by studying the aggressive drives involved, the other

by measuring the amount of social learning that occurs. It is

interesting that they come out with dbout the same results.
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Working v:.t1-1 college students, as did Feshbach in his earlier experi-

ments, Berkowitz and Rawlings (1963) provoked and augered an experi-

mental votp of subjects, then showed them a film of a prize fighte,-

being be..ten in the ring. They told half the subjects that the

victim cf the beating was a "downright scoundrel" in order to find

out whether justifying the aggression would help the subjects to rid

themselves vicariously of their own aggression. In neither group

was there any decrease in aggression; and justifying the violence

actually increased the aggressive feelings of those who saw the film-

Berkowitz, Corwin, and Heironomous (1963) replicated the

previous experiment with the addition of several additional elements,

including a control group who saw a non-aggressive film. The resuLt

were as before: The subjects who expressed the strongest aostilf_ty

(in a test of attitudes) against the researcher who had angered them

were those who had seen the justified aggression; those who expresse-!

the least hostility were those who had seen the non-aggressive film.

These findings, say the authors, "offer little comfort for those who

contend that fantasy aggression necessarily has socially beneficial

effects. Rather than providing an easy and safe outlet for the

pent-up hostility within the angered members of the media audience,

film violence may well increase the probability that someone in the

audience will behave aggressively in a later situation. . . . ShoulA

the fantasy aggression appear socially justified -- for example, when

a villain is defeated aggressively the consequence may be a weakenin;

of restraints against hostility in angered audience members; they may
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be more litely to believe it is permissible to attack the 'villains'

in thelr own lives, at least during the time immediately following

t! novie." (p. 229).

In a major review of the evidence on the effect of media

aggression (1962a) Berkowitz emphate4.zes this same conclusion. He

says that violence in television and movies can affect aggressive

behavior in at least three ways: (1) by teaching techniques of

aggressive behavior; (2) by arousing previously learned aggressive

habits; (3) by encouraging the viewer to regard some of his own

hostile wishes as being morally justified. "While it may be," he

says, "that television, movies, and comic books will excite anti-

social conduct from only a relatively small number of people, we c.uri

also say the heavy dosage of violence in the media heightens the

probability that someone in the audience will behave aggressively

in a later situation." (p. 134).

In this area of the research, therefore, the results are

reasonably clear, with the important exception of the Feshbach-Sinee.

study. Host of these experiments do not leave us very confident

about how much real-life aggressive behavior will result from

exposure to aggressive films, although in some instances (e.g.,

Hartman, 1935) the subjects clearly thought they were engaging in

real-life aggression. From the evidence before us, we must conclude

that some viewers, under some conditions, may be able to reduce their

levels of hostility by participating vicariously in movie or televis

violence. Yet there is more evidence against that conclusion than fnr
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4.t, and many more experimental cases in which vicarious exposure to

violence has raised a viewer's level of aggression. Feshbach himself

says, "Since single experiments are rarely definitive and since altr':-

native interpretations of these data are possible, it would be

inappropriate to advocate, on the basis of the above findings (the

Feshbach-Singer experiment] that aggressive boys be encouraged to

watch aggressive television programs" (1968, pre-print, p. 218).

This responsible conclusion is one that we can apply equally as well

to motion pictures, and to girls as well as boys. And it must be

noted also that the burden of the evidence from Feshbach as well as

the other researchers is that if we are dealing with viewers who are

not especially aggressive, then exposure to aggressive media conten.t

will be likely to make them more aggressive.

c. Minimizing aggressive effects

How can we reduce the probability that aggressive behavior

on film will stimulate aggressive behavior in real life? There is

some evidence which we can make use of, even though we may not under-

stand every detail of the effect dynamics themselves.

Berkowitz (1962a) suggests that the probability of media

aggression evoking hostile behavior in later situations is directly

related to four elements in the situation:

(1) The strength of the viewer's pre-existing aggressive

habits, which might be evoked by aggressive content in the media

(2) The intensity of the hostile tendencies elicited within

the observer by the fantasy violence.

".....1.....liks11111111411111113111111111111111NOWNSIO16101110-
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(3) The degree of association between the fantasy situation

and (a) the situations in which hostile habits were previously

learned, and (b) the post-fantasy settings which might provide the

orzasion for violent behavior. In other words, how ..cealistic is the

filmed violence, seen against the viewer's own life?

(4) The intensity of the guilt and/or aggression-anxity

aroused by the media violence: Does the film encourage the viewer

to behave violently, or remind him that such behavior might have

unpleasant consequences?

Film makers are unlikely to b able to control the first of

these factors: The viewer's aggressive habits grow out of his life

experience and come with him to the motion picture theatre. But

something can be done about the other three.

Is there scme way to reduce the aagression learned from a

One useful finding in the research is that children are much

more likely to imitate the behavior of a character with whom they car.

identify -- a character in whose place they can imagine themselves,

or for whom they feel a deep interest and affection. Ruckmick and

Dysinger (1933) when they studied the emotional reactions of children

to films, found their strongest reactions when the child felt he cou14

identify with the film character. Maccoby and Wilson (1954) found

that a child remembered more of the character with whom he identified,

especially if it were a character in a situation which paralleled or

illuminated a child's awn need. Maccoby, Wilson, and Burton (1958)
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were able to show that when no characters except hero and heroine

were on the screen, young men in the audience (contrary to what might.

have beer. ::redicted!) spent more time than did young women in the

audience looking at the hero in the picture, while the young women

spent more time locking at the heroine. Schramm, Lyle, and Parker

(1961) found that young children responded strongly to any threats

of violence against Lassie, whom they could imagine as their awn pet;

and were more frightened of violence with knives (which they could

see and touch at home) than with guns (whach were less familiar to

them).

Other experiments (for instance, Bandura and Huston, 1961)

have shown that children will imitate a certain amount of aggression

whether it is by one of their favorite characters or not, but the

implication of these latter experiments is that the violence is more

likely to be learned if it is practiced, or at: least involves, somecne

with whom they strongly identify. By the same token, socially accept-

able behaviors are also more likely to be learned if practiced by a

chatacter with whom the viewer strongly identifies. Therefore, we

can assume that the amount of resulting violence can be controlled

to some extent by controlling the screen part given to characters

with whom children are likely to identify.

The age of a child also has something to do with the intensity

of the effect of film violence. A number of researchers have noted

that children develop "adult discount" as they grow older. They learn

to look at some films as "only a story", and are less likely to be
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emotionelly affected by them. Even so, however, they are no less

likely to learn any details which are relevant to them.

Brodbeck (1957), for example, reports that a western film

had considerably more impact on young children than on older ones.

Similarly, Ruckmick and Dysinger (1933) found that "the younger the

child, the mo:e he appreciated and emotionally responded to thp

separate items in the film, and the less he appreciated or even

assimilated . . . the moral or ultimate outcome of the picture"

(p. 116).

Maccoby and Hagen (1965), and Siegel and Stevenson (1966)

have found that a child remembers mcre from a given experience as he

grows older, up to a certain age, after which he remembers less as

he grows older. Hale, Miller, and Stevenson (1960 found this samc

learning curve by age, in connection with an entertainment film.

The interesting point of their findings is that the peak of the

curve -- the age at which the amount of learning from films is pro-

portionately greatest -- comes usually before adolescence, at about

the age of 11 cr 12. And Roberts (1963) found that the younger the

child, the more likely he is o be susceptible to an audiovisual

message designed to change his attitude.

Therefore, there is good research evidence to back up elini.7..a?

reports and mothers' worries, that violence in film or television is

more likely to affect young children than older ones. It does make

a difference what films are seen by a child of a certain age.

111,
The reluctant conclusion of the Payne Fund studies (see

Ruckmick and Dysinger, 1933, p. 115) was that "the restriction of

certain pictures by ages seems to be specifically supported, prcvidsd

such restrition is math,: by understLnding critics."
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Mat is the result of controlling the realism of a film whic,
ernf-p,ins violenc0

A great vilny of the experiments we have discussed have put

the child into a situation similar to that cf the film in order to

see how likely he was to imitate the violence in the film. For

example, he is given a hobo doll to see whether he would treat it as

he saw it treated in the film, or he is given a chance to administer

a shock to a person he has seen the experimenter shock, and so forth.

This is, of course, not the way that most of the child's invitations

to vlolence in real life will occur. The situations, the instruments,

the targets of violence will probably be different from those he has

seen in films.

Bandura (1961) and Maccoby (1967) are able to illustrate

the likelnood of transferring fantasy aggression to real-life aggret

sion is greatest when the situation in the film is most similar to

the situation in which the child is lihely to have an opportunity to

practice aggression. If the instrumeats of aggression seen in the

film are likely to be readily availdble to the child, this should

increase the probability that they uill be used. Berkowitz (1962a)

points out that if film violence occurs in a situation or setting

familiar to a child, then it is more likely than otherwise to evoke

any aggressive habits that the child has acquired in that setting.

In another paper (1965) he concludes that when the target of violence

in the film can be associated with a possible target in the life of a

child, tht, coo, will increase the likelihood of the violent behavie
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being carried over into real life. Feshbach (1965) distinguishes

between the "message of reality" and the "message of fantasy": If a

child can interpret film violence as fantasy, he will be less likely

to copy it than if he sees it as reality. This, as we have seen, is

partly due to his age and the extent to which he has developed adult

discount; but it is due partly also to the realism of the film and

its relation to his experience.

The implication is that the more realistic the violence and

the characters in a film -- the more likely that the film situation

or people who resemble the film characters will recur in the life of

a child -- the more likely the aggressive learning or impulses from

the film will be carried over into real-life violence. Therefore,

fantasy aggression, clearly fantastic characters, unreal situations,

are apparently less likely to stimulate aggressive behavior than

realistic aggression in realistic situations.

Hw can violence be treated so as to discourage violent
behavior?

One of the oldest content guides for movies and television

is that "crime shoull not pay." This is supported by the evidence,

but thc rule takes some interpretation.

The outcome of violence in a film does make some difference.

Bandura,*Ross, and Ross (1963) found that children were more likely

to imitate an aggressive model when he was rewarded than when he was

not. Brodbeck (1955) reports an experiment in which levels of

aggression in children rose markedly after they had seen a cartoon
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in which the same effect occurred as the result of a film in which

the hen uas morally right but did not win. Therefore, there is

reason for believing that "crime should not pay."

But how about pro-social aggression? IlArshall Dillon shoots

lawbreakers. A private eye, with smoking gun, enforces the mores

outside the law. Does this "justified" violence induce more or less

aggression?

We have already seen (for example, Berkowitz and Rawlings,

1963) that viewers actually exhibited more aggression when the

violent behavior in a film was justified -- for example, when the

nan being beaten up was described as a "thorough scoundrel". Just-

fying the violence took away any guilt the child might have felt

about it.

Albert (1957) tested three versions of a Ropalong Cassidy

film -- one in which the "good guy" won, another in which the "bad

guy" won, and a third in which neither Hoppy nor the viliain was

victorious. The children showed more aggression after seeing the

version when Roppy won -- again apparently because this roused no

uilt or anxiety in them. The violence was justified.

Therefore, transferring violent behavior from villain to he-7o

is a dubious way to interpret "crime should not pay." Evidence at

hand indicates that it is important to show unpleasant consequences

for violence, if children are to be taught that real-life socia

violence is not a gootl thing to practice. Needless to say, it is
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also important to show these consequences in the closest possible

conjunction to the violent behavior. There is nothing to be gained

by showing attractive heroes practicing violence and enjoying their

power for most of a film, only to fall victim to the law or fate in

the last two minutes.

Of course, the film maker is not solely responsible for

teaching children that aggression can have bad consequences. That

responsibility is shared by parents, teachers, and all the other

figures who are in position to influence and guide the child.

Experiments and clinical reports show that it is important for the

child to be given guides to the limitations on aggressive conduct.

But it is worthy of note that when experiments were designed (Hicks,

1965, and Hicks, 1963) so that an adult would appear with the film

and either approve or disapprove the film violence as it occurred,

the children expressed their learned aggression much more freely in

the situation which he approved. Therefore, the social consequences

of social violence should never be very far from the depiction of the

violence itself, it we want to inhibit the transfer of such violence

to life.

6. Some Guidelines

Let us now try to sum up.
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From the evidence at hand, we must assume that this amount

of violence is probably having a social effect.

The evidence is not in every respect clear, and some of the

important questions have not been answered -- notably questions ab.iu-

the long-term effects of violence in the mass media. And there is

nothing in the existing evidence to prove that violence in motion

pictures or television is sole and sufficient cause for anti-social

behavior in real life. The effect is rather a specialized and

statistical one, as Berkowitz has described it -- "the heavy dosage

of violence in the media heightens the probability that someone in

the audience will behave aggressively in a later situation" (1962a,

p. 134).

On the other hand, there is nothing to make us believe that

the effect of media violence is a matter of no social importance.

The impressive evidence on how much children learn from entertainmenl-

films, the clinical reports, and the numerous laboratory studies in

which aggression has been increased and aggressive behavior encouragcA
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by viewi%g aggressive films -- these are clearly matters of concern

tO

Ir other words, there is little in the research that would

tell us to push the panic button, but even less that would encourage

us to re*_ax with this problem, or to hope that it would go away.

Rather, we are obligated to do something about it if we can. The

question is, what?

The basic problem is the amount of violence available to

children on television and in movies. If there were only occasional

violence, we could afford to be less concerned than we are about the

long-term effects of such a diet, and could indeed relax with the

problem in confidence that social norms and family guidance -would

take care of it.

We are correct in reminding ourselves that movies are not thc

chief influence on children; nor, for that matter, is television.

Parents and other people who are influential in the life of the chilci

can do a great deal to keep bad effects of media violence from showiu;':

up. They can give the child counter-norms, counter-ideas, a clear

concept of the unpleasant consequences of violence. They can reduce

che child's frustration and rebelliousness by providing secure and

humanly warm homes, as well as by guiding him away from the tools o'

violence. Children that show signs of hostility, withdrawal, malad-

justment, or addiction to television or movies, need special attention.

And parents can also guide young children away from too many movies 0::

too much television, especially too many violent movies or programs.
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Oa the other hand, how much can we expect parents to add to

their already almost intolerable burdens of raising dheir children --

faced as they are by the problems of drugs, rebellion in sex mores

and politics, and a spreading generation distrust?

We are quite correct also in reminding ourselves that

violence is very popular both with adult audiences and children.

This raises the disturbing question of a free market of taste:

Should not film makers and television producers and advertisers be

free to make as much money as they can by presenting goods that will

attract as many people as possible? This is not the place to argue

that question, except to point out that a completely free market is

not socially acceptable in other goods which may be harmful -- drus,

for example. The question that should challenge film makers is not

the question of freedom to make the films they want to make, and

exhibit them where they are not against the law and where a sufficic,-

number of people want to see them -- that right is not challenged -.

but rather the question of whether the film industry, with its

enormous talent and creativity, cannot find ways to attract young

viewers without resorting to repeated and ugly violence?

The best thing would be less violence -- just as good films,

but less violence in them. The best thing would be a shift in

emphasis to wholesome, affiliative, non-violent values, represented

by models at least as attractive as the tough guys we have now.

But supposing that there is going to be violence in films

and that some of these will be available to children, what can alai
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makers do to minimize the chance that this experience will stimulate

violence in real life? Throughout the preceding pages, we have been

noting some such guidelines from the research evidence, and can sum

up a few of them here. All these play a part in the real-life effect

of filmed violence, and all are to some degree within the power of

the film maker to control.

(1) There is little doubt that the young child is particularly

susceptible to screen violence and to learning whatever behavior aad

values are shown on the screen. Therefore, the younger the audience

that a film is likely to attiact, the more careful the film maker

Should be about what kind of models for behavior he presents.

(2) The child's ideas" of-the consequences of aggression a.ze

likely to have much to do with whether he transfers aggression to

his real-life behavior. Therefore, if aggression is to be a signifi-

cant part of a film, negative consequences should be shown immediately

after the act so that iche child associates them wlth it. How often

do we give young viewers an idea of the suffering and sorrow and

urliness that accompanies violence? How often do we merely shoot

the actors down as if the consequences of gunplay were no worse than

a man in a horizontal position? How often do we show the exciting

parts of crime in detail eznd give only lip-service to dhe less

exciting events that really show how "crime does not pay"?

(3) If we do not want children to learn violent behavior,

we should probably give up the idea that it is not dangerous to

present pro-social violence. All the evidence shows that letting
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the "good guy" beat up the "bad guy", or the sheriff shoot the

criminal, serves merely to take away the guilt and inhibition from

violent behavior in life. It is too easy for a child to excuse his

own violent behavior by thinking that it is justified.

(4) If aggressive models are shown, they are less likely to

be imitated if they are low in prestige and unlike the viewers --

either the viewers at present or as they aspire to be. And it is

reasonable to think that high-prestige models, models with whom the

child identifies, are quite likely to be hnitated if they engage in

non-aggressive behavior. One of the most useful kinds of content

that films could present would be models for alternatives to violent

responses. The gripping scene in "To Kill a Mockingbird" when Att-7.cl:s,

walks away from a fight, despite the fact that he had already proved

himself the best shot in town, despite the fact that a no-good had

spat in his face, despite the fact that his awn son Jem was watching

and wanting his father to thrash the other man -- the fact that he

could walk away and still keep the respect both of his son and the

audience is the kind of dramatic alternative I am speaking of. A

few more like that, rather than the simplistic solutions in violence,

would make a difference.

(5) The less realistic the film violence is, the less it is

placed in a situation or setting where a child is likely to find

himself, the less it is directed against a target for which the

child might later find a counterpart -- the less likely it is to be

imitated. Thus a realistic film like "The Birth of a Nation!' has
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been shown lo have taught children extremely unfavorable attitudes

toward Blacic Americans, and it would be most unlikely if those

attitudes uere not reflected in real-life behavior by children,

just as they must have given some impetus among adults to the

revival of the Klan. Therefore, one helpful tactic would be to

make a violent film (if it is necessary to make a violent film) in

such a way as to encourage the young vieaer to apply "adult discount"

-- that is, to provide the cues that help him say to himself, "It's

only a story!"
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